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„I approach painting as if I had to tidy up a room the day after a party.”    
Giuliano Sale

Please tell me what the uncertainty means to you artistically?  
 
Painting must be a hymn to uncertainty. if you want to paint as if you were a math 
professor, then you have missed your craft. To quote Gerhard Richter: "(..) I like the 
indefinite, the boundless; I like continual uncertainty."
__________________________________ 

The pictures in the exhibition go back more to figuration and you have reworked 
some pictures that were created in the past. 

I wouldn't call it a return. I have always been a figurative painter. Even if there were 
phases that overlaid this or the images looked as if they were set together in parts and 
gave a different impression, you could always see the figurative guideline.
If you look closely at my paintings, you always recognize a grace and a geometry that 
is based on classical figuration. The weight, the dimensions and then the meat. The 
depiction of the physical flesh has always been the starting point, a kind of mother of 
my paintings. Everything emerges from the representation of a piece of flesh, that is, 
a kind of form of life, something real and nothing abstract, something figurative and 
tangible.
And it's the case with me that I look at older, finished canvases again and change 
them. Because it's the same as in life: it changes the perception of what you have 
done before. And so it is with some of my work.



Why are you interested in the portrait?

I'll start like this: I just like to portray. And I think in portraits I can express my 
artistic discourse even better. I believe that the portrait is the best way to tell stories of 
others and autobiographical things. It seems that it is easier to tell an identity through 
human flesh and its shapes, shadows, furrows and consistency. To paraphrase 
psychiatrist and astrologer Cesare Lombroso, I believe that the flesh does not lie.
__________________________________ 

When you look at your artistic career over the years, are there any topics that 
accompany you and come back again and again?

I think it's inevitable. Although my work has taken on different forms over the years, 
both conceptually and painterly, the old "habits" are stubborn. The theme of 
offensiveness or sexual explicitness is part of my language, both then and now, with 
which I tell a vision of life and my intimacy. One cannot escape oneself, since 
painting is a kind of self-analysis and self-narrator, one cannot escape either oneself 
or the melancholic and disturbing vision of existence. 
__________________________________ 

What are your sources of inspiration? 

As is often the case, I love to affirm that inspiration does not exist for me. In other 
words, it is not this starting point, which, as in collective or cinematographic memory, 
is the starting point for a new work. For me, there is the vision and the image that 
reveals itself to you when you look at the canvas for a long time. It is this interplay of 
factors or things that, taken together, are good for each other, complement each other 
or are missing. In my work, I am aware of the difficulties and means needed for a 
harmonious narrative.
__________________________________ 

Do you say things in your painting that can't really be explained? 

Painting is the best way to express myself. Speaking is overrated.



What role does the body play in your painting? 

I've always been a figurative painter. The body sometimes appears to me as an 
"essence" or as an anthropomorphic image. That's why I believe that the body doesn't 
have a special role for me. Because we are the body, we are made of flesh and blood, 
we live and breathe, we hurt ourselves, we fuck and commit different abuses on our 
bodies. So, what better morita singer could I find if not the body and the flesh.
____________________________________ 

Which painters do you like?  

There are many and none. I like painting when I notice that it is sincere and authentic 
and especially when it does not submit to social media. Social media is the biggest 
cancer when it comes to promoting art. A cancer that, within its likeability and 
algorithms, risks confusing art with entertainment. 
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